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Abstract

Purpose Symptomatic adjacent segment disease (ASD)

has been reported to occur in up to 27 % of lumbar fusion

patients. A previous study identified patients at risk

according to the difference of pelvic incidence and lordo-

sis. Patients with a difference between pelvic incidence and

lumbar lordosis [15� have been found to have a 20 times

higher risk for ASD. Therefore, it was the aim of the

present study to investigate forces acting on the adjacent

segment in relation to pelvic incidence–lumbar lordosis

(PILL) mismatch as a measure of spino-pelvic alignment

using rigid body modeling to decipher the underlying for-

ces as potential contributors to degeneration of the adjacent

segment.

Methods Sagittal configurations of 81 subjects were

reconstructed in a musculoskeletal simulation environment.

Lumbar spine height was normalized, and body and seg-

mental mass properties were kept constant throughout the

population to isolate the effect of sagittal alignment. A

uniform forward/backward flexion movement (0�–30�–0�)

was simulated for all subjects. Intervertebral joint loads at

lumbar level L3–L4 and L4–L5 were determined before

and after simulated fusion.

Results In the unfused state, an approximately linear

relationship between sagittal alignment and intervertebral

loads could be established (shear: 0� flexion r = 0.36,

p \ 0.001, 30� flexion r = 0.48, p \ 0.001; compression:

0� flexion r = 0.29, p \ 0.01, 30� flexion r = 0.40,

p \ 0.001). Additionally, shear changes during the transi-

tion from upright to 30� flexed posture were on average

32 % higher at level L3–L4 and 14 % higher at level

L4–L5 in alignments that were clinically observed to be

prone to ASD. Simulated fusion affected shear forces at the

level L3–L4 by 15 % (L4–L5 fusion) and 23 % (L4–S1

fusion) more for alignments at risk for ASD.

Conclusion Higher adjacent segment shear forces in

alignments at risk for ASD already prior to fusion provide a

mechanistic explanation for the clinically observed corre-

lation between PILL mismatch and rate of adjacent seg-

ment degeneration.

Keywords Musculoskeletal modeling � Spino-pelvic

alignment � Lumbar fusion � Shear � Intervertebral disc

degeneration � Adjacent segment degeneration

Introduction

Symptomatic adjacent segment disease (ASD) is observed

in up to 27 % of patients and, therefore, presents a relevant

clinical problem after lumbar spinal fusion surgery [1].

Mechanical loading, stiffness characteristics and interver-

tebral joint kinematics have been widely discussed as

factors contributing to disc degeneration [2–5] and may
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particularly contribute to the development of ASD. Con-

sidering static postures, forces acting on the intervertebral

joints are predominantly a result of anatomy, body size,

mass and muscular condition, all of which are reasonably

distinctive among individuals.

In our preceding study, a relationship between pelvic

incidence–lumbar lordosis (PILL) mismatch as a measure

for spino-pelvic alignment and the risk for ASD was estab-

lished based on a retrospective case–control study compar-

ing patient groups matched for level and number of segments

fused as well as preoperative degenerative changes in MR

images. Using logistic regression and ROC analysis, a dif-

ference of pelvic incidence (PI) and lumbar lordosis (LL) of

more than 15� was found to predict revision surgery for

adjacent segment disease after lumbar spinal fusion with

relatively high sensitivity and specificity. Patients were,

therefore, grouped depending on whether the difference

between PI and LL (DPILL = PI-LL) was \15� (type A

alignment) or C15� (type B alignment). The rate of revision

surgery was 24.4 % in type A alignment and 87.2 % in type

B alignment (accompanying ESJ manuscript, in revision).

The importance of spino-pelvic balance and its implica-

tions on the clinical treatment of low back pain patients was

shown in recent studies [6, 7]. However, still little is known

about how spino-pelvic alignment affects segmental joint

forces, or how this may contribute to lumbar disc degenera-

tion. The findings of our previous clinical study suggest that

pelvic incidence–lumbar lordosis mismatch, i.e., DPILL

C15�, could potentially predispose patients to ASD, possibly

due to adverse segmental joint loading conditions in the

adjacent segments. Furthermore, following fusion of lumbar

spine segments, joint loads in the adjacent segments may be

even more adverse in patients with a predisposing spino-pel-

vic alignment. Therefore, it was hypothesized that type A and

B alignments result in different segmental joint loads in the

prospective epifusional adjacent motion segment. As mea-

suring in vivo joint loads is not readily possible from an ethical

and technical point of view, musculoskeletal modeling and

simulation provide a valuable tool to investigate joint reaction

forces [8–10]. A patient-specific modeling study based on the

preoperative radiographs was, therefore, carried out to com-

pute intervertebral joint loads. The models were created such

that spino-pelvic anatomy was matched to the radiographs,

whereas body mass and height were normalized to obtain

comparative results. Subsequently, results from subjects with

ASD and with type B alignment were compared to those from

controls (CTRL) and with type A alignment, respectively.

Methods

Preoperative radiographs of all 84 patients from our pre-

vious study were considered for inclusion. Three patients

were excluded due to insufficient radiograph quality to

allow proper landmark identification. Landmarks for the

locations and orientations of vertebrae T12 to L5, sacrum

and center of the hip joints were identified on X-rays

(Fig. 1) of the remaining 81 patients. Reference points for

the positioning of the bones represented by rigid body bone

geometries were then automatically derived from these

landmarks and spino-pelvic alignment was characterized

by calculation of LL, PI, sacral slope and pelvic tilt. Dif-

ferences between PI and LL were computed, and for the

grouping of patients a DPILL threshold of 15� was adopted

on the basis of a preceding retrospective clinical study

(accompanying ESJ manuscript, in revision).

Modeling and model validation

A musculoskeletal model for the lumbar spine available on

simtk.org [9] comprising 210 muscle fascicles was adopted

and revised for being automatically adjusted according to

the landmarks denoting an individual sagittal spino-pelvic

Fig. 1 X-ray with selected landmarks for the characterization of

sagittal alignment. These points are later transferred by a custom

written MATLAB script into an alignment-specific model in the

musculoskeletal simulation software
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configuration. A constant scaling factor was employed for

all bones. Readjustments of segmental centers of mass

ensured average locations according to Pearsall et al. [11].

Additional model modifications were carried out to facili-

tate relocation and reorientation of bones when the base

model is adapted to patient-specific anatomical configura-

tions. Vertebrae local coordinate systems were placed on

the midpoint of the posterior vertebral edge and the axes

aligned as shown in Fig. 2. Besides advantages during

model adaptation, these reference systems allow a simple

yet effective interpretation of intervertebral joint load

results.

Model validation was performed by comparing relative

change of compressive forces between upright and flexed

postures to intradiscal pressure (IDP) [12, 13] normalized

to upright standing. Shear forces were compared to those

from other published muscle-driven numerical models [14–

16]. Finally, a qualitative assessment of total forces was

performed by comparing in vivo VBR forces [17] over the

course of a flexion motion from 0� to 30�.

Generation and analysis of patient-specific models

The validated model served as a base from which all

patient-specific models were derived by adjustments of

spino-pelvic configuration and scaling of muscle properties

to altered lengths.

While the supero-inferior dimension of the base model

was kept constant, all other dimensions were scaled

accordingly to maintain the relative anatomic positioning.

Pelvic orientation (though not necessarily pelvic tilt) was

assumed to be neutral in all subjects, as radiographs were

all taken in standing posture. The process from reading

landmarks to the generation of the models was supported

by a semi-automatic MATLAB routine (MATLAB

R2012a, TheMathWorks Inc., USA) custom written by

MS.

Simulations were performed using custom written

MATLAB scripts to run a batch analysis in OpenSim.

Further details on procedure and analysis can be found in

the OpenSim publication by Delp et al. [18]. Results

included muscle activation, muscle forces and joint reac-

tions for all muscles and joints present in the model. In the

present study, however, only IVD loads are discussed,

distinguishing between shear and compression components

according to the coordinate systems described above. The

simulated motion represents uniform forward/backward

bending at a speed of *23�/sec which is within the normal

range for activities of daily living [19, 20]. Investigated

motion has been limited to the range from upright standing

to 30� forward inclination, representing limits that can be

reached by most people between 51 and 75 years old

according to Consmüller et al. [21]. The segmental motion

constraints for the non-fused case were adopted from

Christophy et al. [9] and for the post-fusion state from

Akamaru et al. [4] (L4–L5 fusion) and Auerbach et al. [3]

(L4–S1 fusion). Kinematic constraints for all cases are

summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 2 The musculoskeletal

model of the trunk with a

detailed representation of the

lumbar spine. The newly

located and oriented body-

specific coordinate systems are

shown in blue; locations of

lumbar ball and socket joints are

indicated by green dots.

Calculated forces are joint

reactions acting on the parent

body of the considered joint,

and are also reported in this

body’s coordinate system.

Accordingly, a positive

x-component means anterior

shear and a positive

y-component axial compression,

as shown by red arrows for the

L3–L4 intervertebral joint
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Statistics

Data on intervertebral joint loads were not normally dis-

tributed and, therefore, analyzed using a Wilcoxon signed

rank test for paired (i.e., before/after fusion values) and

Mann–Whitney U test for unpaired testing (i.e., type A vs.

type B alignment). A confidence interval of 0.95 was

chosen as the criteria for significance. All analysis was

performed in MATLAB using the statistics toolbox

(MATLAB R2012a, TheMathWorks Inc., USA).

Results

Model validation

Simulations with the base model showed that compression

forces increased similarly as measured by VBR [17] for the

corresponding level L1–L2 (Fig. 3a); At level L4–L5 and

for a posture of 30� flexion, the model reached 239 % of its

initial value in upright standing, while in vivo IDP

assessments in the L4–L5 IVD from Wilke et al. [13] on a

healthy subject (70 kg, 168 cm) and Sato et al. [12] on 8

subjects (mean 73 kg, 173 cm) evidenced 220 and 250 %,

respectively.

Shear force predicted by the OpenSim base model at

level L4–L5 in upright posture was 25 N, which lies well

within the range of -15 to 90 N reported by several other

modeling studies [14–16]. However, differences between

model prediction and VBR measurements [17] existed:

Shear load at level L1–L2 in upright posture was predicted

by the model to be -100 N, while the VBR measured 24 N

in vivo. In 30� forward flexed position, the model-based

value was close to 0 N as opposed to the VBR load which

has increased to 120 N. Although absolute differences are

remarkable, the change of shear when moving from an

upright standing to a flexed posture was in the same range

(Fig. 3b).

Comparing the normalized resultant total force between

the model and the VBR revealed a similar trend and an

overall increase of about 100 % between upright and 30�
flexed posture (Fig. 3c).

Effect of alignment on segmental joint reaction forces

Compression and shear forces were plotted against the

alignment parameter DPILL and a linear best-fit line was

determined. A correlation between the parameters could be

identified in both upright standing and 30� forward flexed

posture using Pearson’s correlation. Compression forces

exhibited significant correlations with DPILL in the upright

standing and 30� forward flexed position (r = -0.29,

p = 0.008 and r = 0.40, p \ 0.001, respectively)

(Fig. 4a). Significant correlations were likewise found for

shear forces (upright standing: r = 0.36, p \ 0.001; 30�
forward flexion: r = 0.48, p \ 0.001) (Fig. 4b). Although

results suggest interdependence between DPILL and IVD

loads, the correlations were of moderate magnitude,

Table 1 Segmental motion constraints for the unfused state and

simulated fusions L4–L5 and L4–S1 according to Akamaru et al. [4]

and Auerbach et al. [3], respectively

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

No fusion 0.255 0.231 0.204 0.185 0.125

L4–L5 fusion 0.255 0.231 0.286 0.043 0.186

L4–S1 fusion 0.255 0.231 0.472 0.021 0.021

Numbers describe the fraction of lumbar flexion that is covered by

vertebrae L1–L5. Sacrum’s position remains unchanged, and the

thoracic spine is modeled rigidly so that it does not contribute to

overall flexion angle (rigid)

Fig. 3 Model validation: simulations with the base model showed

that L1–L2 joint forces increased similarly as in vivo forces measured

by a VBR replacing vertebrae L1 [17] for compression normalized to

upright standing (a), absolute shear (b), and normalized resultant total

force (c)
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indicating that not all variability in joint reaction forces can

be explained by the parameter DPILL. Nonetheless, DPILL

was significantly correlated with shear and compression

forces in 30� forward flexion, in contrast to the lack of

correlation using linear regressions based on PI as a pre-

dictor variable. In the upright position on the other hand,

correlations between joint reaction forces and both ana-

tomical measures (DPILL and PI) were similarly strong

and significant. Interestingly, analyzing correlations group-

wise revealed that joint loads in subjects with alignment of

Type B never exhibited significant correlations with either

DPILL or PI, whereas joint loads in Type A subjects were

correlated significantly with DPILL in all evaluated cases,

except for compression in upright standing.

Patient-specific analysis of 0�–30� forward flexion prior

to fusion and comparison of the ASD and CTRL groups

revealed the following characteristic differences in force

change over the specified range of motion (Fig. 5a;

Table 2): at the prospective upper adjacent segment (L3–

L4), compression loads were higher but not significant in

the ASD group with a 4 % increase (p = 0.219) while

shear loads were significantly higher in the ASD group by

30 % (p = 0.023). At the prospective fusion level (L4–

L5), yet still in its state prior to fusion, compression forces

were only marginally higher in the ASD group with a non-

significant difference of approximately 3 % (p = 0.445).

Computed shear load changes on the other hand proved to

be 41 % larger in the ASD group when compared to the

CTRL group (p = 0.005).

The same simulation data were subsequently grouped

according to alignment classified by DPILL into type A and

B and again the increase in compression and shear forces

from upright to 30� flexed posture was compared between

both groups (Fig. 5b; Table 2). In contrast to the previous

grouping, compression force changes at level L3–L4 were

now significantly higher in type B alignments by a relative

difference of 8 % (p = 0.041). Shear forces were 32 %

higher in the group with type B alignment (p = 0.015). At

level L4–L5, compression loads were significantly higher

by 9 % in type B alignments (p = 0.003), while the dif-

ference in shear loads was less pronounced (14 %) and not

significant (p = 0.099).

Overall, the simulations using patient-specific models in

the unfused spine indicate that there was a relationship

Fig. 4 Compression (a) and

shear forces (b) in the

prospective adjacent segment

L3–L4 in the unfused spine are

correlated with spino-pelvic

alignment according to the

parameter DPILL in 0� and 30�
flexion. With increasing DPILL

compression as well as shear

forces increase in the

prospective adjacent segment

(p \ 0.01 for all correlations,

Pearson’s correlation

coefficients for compression

r = -0.29 and r = 0.40 and for

shear r = 0.36 and r = 0.48 for

0� and 30� flexion respectively;

ASD subjects black, CTRL

subjects white)
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between spino-pelvic alignment and segmental joint reac-

tion forces and that disparities in alignment as described as

the difference between PI and LL (DPILL) largely led to an

increase in segmental shear forces and to a lesser extent

compression forces in the prospective adjacent segments of

L4–L5 single level and L4–S1 bisegmental fusions.

Effect of fusion on joint reaction forces in the adjacent

segment

The effect of fusion on the loads in the adjacent level IVD

was investigated separately for groups with type B and A

alignment. Both L4–L5 and L4–S1 fusions were simulated

and absolute forces at the adjacent level L3–L4 in upright

standing position were compared between pre- and post-

fusion state (Tables 3, 4). Moreover, the effect of fusion

on force changes during movement from 0� upright

standing to 30� forward flexed posture was analyzed

(Fig. 6).

In upright standing, no significant alterations in absolute

loads due to single-level L4–L5 fusion were observed

between type B and A alignment. Changes in compression

forces were\1 % on average and magnitudes of shear loads

were marginally lowered by L4–L5 fusion in both groups

(-0.8 N in both groups, or -11 % for type B and -4 % for

type A). Effects of L4–S1 bisegmental fusion were in a

similar range though significantly different between type A

and B alignment (shear forces: -1.0 N in type B (-14 %)

and ?0.4 N (?2 %) in type A; compression forces: ?0.2 N

in type B (?0 %) and ?8.1 N in type A (?3 %)).

In contrast to these small absolute changes in force that

characterized the fused spine in an upright standing posi-

tion, forward bending after simulated fusion caused con-

sistently higher shear forces in 30� forward flexed position

than prior to fusion and a significantly larger increase was

Fig. 5 a Changes in shear and compression forces in the unfused

spine at L3–L4 and L4–L5 from 0� to 30� flexion comparing the ASD

to the CTRL group. It appears that simulations in spines which

clinically presented with adjacent segment disease showed signifi-

cantly greater shear forces in both levels, whereas the differences for

compression were not significant for compression. In b, the same is

shown for simulations comparing a type A (DPILL\15�) to a type B

alignment (DPILL C15�). Significantly increased shear forces could

be seen at L3–L4 and L4–L5 in type B alignments compared to type

A. Compression forces did not differ significantly (levels of

significance: *p B 0.01; #p B 0.05)

Table 2 Prior to fusion: increase in joint reaction force from upright

standing position 0� to 30� flexion at the prospective adjacent level

L3–L4 and the fusion level L4–L5

IVD L3–L4

(prospective adjacent level)

IVD L4–L5

(prospective fusion level)

Compression

(N)

Shear

(N)

Compression

(N)

Shear

(N)

CTRL ?503.0

(91.0)

?56.2

(33.5)�
?507.0

(93.6)

?85.3

(54.3)�

ASD ?525.4

(80.4)

?73.3

(29.1)�
?523.4

(86.1)

?119.9

(36.7)�

Type A ?499.7

(87.3)�
?58.2

(31.8)�
?499.2

(87.5)�
?98.3

(49.8)

Type B ?538.9

(78.5)�
?76.6

(29.8)�
?542.4

(87.2)�
?111.6

(45.5)

Standard deviations within the groups are given in parentheses. The

data are grouped according the development of adjacent segment

degeneration with need for revision surgery (CTRL and ASD) or the

classification of alignment based on DPILL (type A and B)
� Significant differences between the groups (p \ 0.05)
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observed in subjects with type B alignment. Specifically,

changes due to L4–L5 fusion were ?11.0 N in type B and

?9.0 N in type A, with even higher changes in shear forces

after L4–S1 fusion of ?59.8 N in type B and ?50.5 N in

type A subjects. Relatively, at 30� forward flexion, lumbar

fusion caused an approximately 20 % higher increase in

shear forces in a type B compared to type A alignment. On

the other hand, compressive forces were affected to similar

extents in type A and B alignment by both types of fusion.

L4–L5 fusion tended to increase compressive forces in the

adjacent IVD, while L4–S1 fusion diminished or main-

tained compressive loads (Fig. 6a). Although some dis-

crepancy in mean values between type A and B alignment

was apparent, statistical dispersion was such that signifi-

cance was not achieved.

In summary, force analysis during a forward bending

motion from upright standing to 30� flexion compared

between pre- and post-fusion states for subjects of type A

and B alignment (Tables 2, 3, 4; Fig. 6) indicated that

shear force changes after fusion were increased for both

types of evaluated fusion with significantly larger changes

in type B subjects. Significant differences were furthermore

consistently found in compression forces, yet L4–S1 fusion

led to a generally reduced range of compression loads

while L4–L5 seemed to enlarge it.

Discussion

While the importance of spinal balance and spino-pelvic

alignment has been widely reported [6, 7, 22, 23] and

biomechanical consequences on the motion segments seem

evident, the relationship between PILL mismatch and

lumbar segmental joint loads has not been studied in detail.

In the present study, alignments were modeled in a patient-

specific manner to study segmental joint reaction forces

based on the observation from our clinical study that

patients with a higher difference between pelvic incidence

and lumbar lordosis (DPILL) seem to have a higher risk for

adjacent segment disease. The results of the simulations

indicate that in the unfused spine, spino-pelvic alignment

as quantified by the parameter DPILL correlates with an

increase in shear as well as compression forces in the L3–

L4 and L4–L5 motion segments.

Comparing the patient-specific modeling data for the

ASD and CTRL groups identified in the previous clinical

study reveals a significantly higher change in shear force

during movement from upright standing to 30� flexion in

the ASD group compared to the CTRL group, whereas for

compression forces no significant difference was observed.

Grouping the same data according to DPILL into type A

and B alignment demonstrates even stronger differences in

transitional shear force change as well as a significantly

higher increase in compression forces in the type B group

compared to type A alignment. The differences due to

grouping are explained by the fact that type A subjects with

ASD and type B subjects without ASD equalize disparities

in loads between ASD and CTRL groups to some extent. In

contrast, classification according to alignment clearly sep-

arates subjects with balanced PI and LL from those who do

not seem to compensate for a high PI and consequently fall

outside the normal range that has been observed by Vaz

et al. [23]. Hence variability between type A and B groups

is more pronounced and significant even for the case of

compression forces.

Implementing L4–L5 and L4–S1 fusion by changing

segmental motion constraints caused an increase of shear

forces at intervertebral level L3–L4 in forward flexed

postures in type A and B alignments. Slightly higher yet

significant differences were observed for type B alignment

in the adjacent segment after L4–L5 fusion. Similarly, a

higher increase was found in type B after L4–S1 fusion.

Fusion-induced changes in compression forces were found

for L4–L5 or L4–S1 fusion, and different effects depending

on the type of fusion were observed. Increasing muscle

forces during forward flexion after single-level L4–L5

Table 3 Absolute shear forces in two positions (upright standing and

30� flexion) at the adjacent level to fusion (L3–L4) prior to fusion and

after L4–L5 and L4–S1 arthrodesis

Shear adjacent

level L3–L4

Shear (N)

pre-fusion

Shear (N)

L4–L5 fusion

Shear (N)

L4–S1 fusion

0� upright Type A -17.4 (29.0) -16.6 (28.7)D -17.8 (30.2)

Type B -7.1 (24.7) -6.3 (24.8)D -6.1 (26.6)

30� flexion Type A 40.9 (40.0)� 49.9 (41.5)�,D 91.4 (41.4)�,D

Type B 69.5 (37.9)� 80.5 (38.7)�,D 129.3 (38.1)�,D

For each group, standard deviations are given in brackets
� Significant differences between groups of type A and B alignment
D significant differences between pre- and post-fusion states (p \ 0.05)

Table 4 Absolute compression forces in two positions (upright

standing and 30� flexion) at the adjacent level to fusion (L3–L4) prior

to fusion and after L4–L5 and L4–S1 arthrodesis

Compression

adjacent level

L3–L4

Compression

(N) pre-

fusion

Compression

(N) L4–L5

Fusion

Compression

(N) L4–S1

Fusion

0� upright Type A 288.5 (24.6)� 286.6 (24.9) 296.6 (23.1)D

Type B 277.6 (26.6)� 278.6 (26.5) 277.8 (23.3)

30�
flexion

Type A 788.1 (72.0) 793.9 (71.6)D 736.8 (61.8)�,D

Type B 816.5 (75.9) 826.3 (74.8)D 777.4 (65.8)�,D

For each group, standard deviations are given in brackets
� Significant differences between groups of type A and B alignment
D Significant differences between pre- and post-fusion states

(p \ 0.05)
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fusion lead to an increased compressive component, while

L4–S1 fusion diminishes compressive loads in favor of

shear, because in this case muscle lines of action cannot

follow the trunk during forward flexion, thereby changing

the relation of muscle force- to disc space-orientation.

Furthermore, the characteristically higher joint forces

observed in type B alignment in a forward bending posture

can be attributed to the tendency for increased recruitment

of extensor muscles in this group. This, in turn, likely

affects spinal stability but also promotes the risk for injury

[24], with potential implications for the development of

disc degeneration [25].

As with any modeling study, the data presented are

based on assumptions regarding model simplifications,

which ultimately may affect the accuracy of results. Lim-

itations of the present model include the lack of interver-

tebral stiffness, ligaments and intra-abdominal pressure.

However, the validation we provide was according to

recommended standards [26] and indicates good agreement

of predicted joints loads with available data in the litera-

ture. Neglecting facet joints is justified since simulations

focused on forward bending movements only. As an iso-

lated perspective on the effect of alignment on joint loads

was vital, patient-specific factors that were not directly

related to spino-pelvic sagittal alignment were kept con-

stant across the simulated population. The sagittal plane

anatomy of the lower trunk, however, was reproduced on

the basis of each subject’s individual X-ray. Regarding

model kinematics, no clear relation between anatomy and

segmental motion could be elaborated so far, thus the

spinal rhythms were employed throughout the whole pop-

ulation. Importantly, despite above-mentioned simplifica-

tions, distinctive muscle recruitment patterns and joint

reactions resulted for all subjects. Therefore, in every case

of the above simplifications, we do not expect any

systematic bias to be present between the compared pop-

ulations and the observed joint loading differences between

populations can be confidently tied to differences in spino-

pelvic sagittal alignment as expressed by PILL mismatch.

Caution must be employed when considering the findings

in the context of clinical implications. It should also be

noted that joint level biomechanics are likely to play only a

partial role in intervertebral disc pathology [25], and that

multifactorial consideration of patient-specific factors was

not considered in the present study. Such investigations

including causative factors beyond sagittal alignment are

important grounds for future work.

All computed loads are acting at the joint center and are

expressed in the coordinate system superior to the joint

(Fig. 2). Given the small average vertebral wedge angles

reported by Damasceno et al. [27], the slight mismatch

between orientation of endplate and coordinate system is

negligible and shear forces can be considered acting along

the superior IVD endplate.

The findings of our simulations suggest that shear forces

differ to a larger degree than compression forces in dif-

ferent alignments and after fusion. Shear forces acting on

the intervertebral joint, therefore, potentially play a sig-

nificant role in degeneration of the intervertebral disc and

subsequently of the motion segment. Shear has been

identified as an important loading mode acting on the

intervertebral disc, especially in bending and torsion

loading [28, 29]. A recent study investigated shear in vivo

in a rat model and found that application of a sustained

shear force induced degeneration in the intervertebral discs

subject to loading as well as in the adjacent segment [30].

The authors particularly found that much lower shear stress

is required to induce degenerative changes compared to

reported compression stress in similar studies investigating

compression forces, concluding that shear may be more

Fig. 6 Intervertebral shear (a) and compressive (b) loads at the

adjacent level L3–L4 after L4–L5 and L4–S1 fusion and for the state

prior to fusion. Results are given for alignment type A and B

separately (left and right sets of columns, respectively). Differences

between corresponding loads from type A and B alignment were

statistically analyzed and levels of significance are indicted by

horizontal bars using the symbols * for p B 0.01 and # for p B 0.05
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detrimental to the intervertebral disc than compressive

load. Considering the natural function of the nucleus pul-

posus and annulus, the disc seems be able to resist com-

pressive forces better than shear forces. It remains to be

investigated using finite element models; however, how the

cell’s perceived mechanical environment depends on the

joint reaction forces. While the resulting joint reaction

forces reported here cannot be translated directly into mi-

cromechanical stimuli at the tissue level, these findings will

serve to determine the boundary conditions for such

models and will help to deepen the understanding of the

effect of segmental joint mechanics on the intervertebral

disc in relation to spinal alignment.

In conclusion, patients with a type B alignment and

higher PILL mismatch exhibit higher shear stresses before

and after fusion, which may account for the clinical

observation that patients with a type B alignment seem to

be predisposed to adjacent segment degeneration after

lumbar fusion, suggesting that the increased shear may be

responsible for accelerated degeneration in these cases.

Although fusion increases shear and to some extent com-

pression forces further, patients with a type B alignment

exhibit higher shear stresses at their intervertebral joints

already prior to fusion compared to type A alignment,

potentially indicating an unfavorable natural history. By

providing a biomechanical explanation for the observations

in the previous clinical study, this study gives evidence for

the importance of spino-pelvic alignment and, therefore,

matching pelvic incidence and lumbar lordosis for the

outcome of lumbar fusion.
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